Cardboard
Mixed Paper

Flatten & bundle or bag boxes. Staples & window envelopes ok.
Put in clear bags or in any bin labeled MIXED PAPER or any bin with green NYC Recycles decal.

Waxed, soiled or soft paper
Hardcover books

Empty containers before recycling. Caps & lids ok. Put in clear bags or in any bin labeled METAL, GLASS & PLASTIC or any bin with blue NYC Recycles decal.

Metal

Plastic

No Batteries

No Plastic bags, wrappers, pouches, foam

Glass

Cartons

Bottles & jars only.

Anything that holds liquids like milk or juice.

Empty containers before recycling. Caps & lids ok. Put in clear bags or in any bin labeled METAL, GLASS & PLASTIC or any bin with blue NYC Recycles decal.
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